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In this article we consider the question of stability of a class of stochastic 
systems governed by elliptic and parabolic second order partial differential 
equations with Neumann boundary conditions. Results on the “stability in the 
mean” are given in Theorems 1 and 2, and those on “almost sure stability” are 
presented in Theorems 3 and 4. These results are proved under the assumption that 
the perturbing forces are measurable stochastic processes defined on I X 0. In 
Theorem 5 it is shown that the proofs require only minor modification to admit 
progressively measurable (predictable or optional) processes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we consider the question of (existence and) stability (of 
solutions) of a class of stochastic systems governed by second order elliptic 
and parabolic partial differential equations with Neumann boundary 
conditions. In many physical and engineering problems [3-6, 9, lo] noise 
appears distributed both in space and time and perturbs the system either 
throughout the volume of the spatial domain in which the process evolves or 
through its boundary or in the form of uncertainties of the initial state and 
the parameters [2] of the system or any combination thereof. 
We prove “L2 stability” of the system with random initial state and 
subject to random forces acting on the interior and on the boundary of the 
spatial domain in which the process evolves. This is given in Theorem 1 for 
elliptic system and Theorem 2 for the parabolic system. Under similar 
conditions we also prove in Theorem 3 (for elliptic) and Theorem 4 (for 
parabolic) existence and stability of solutions which hold “almost surely.” In 
Theorem 5 we consider the case where the perturbing forces are progressively 
measurable processes. 
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2. SYSTEM EQUATIONS 
We consider systems governed by elliptic and parabolic partial differential 
equations with second (Neumann) boundary conditions. Usually the elliptic 
model is used for the investigation of steady state properties of the process 
(y} and it has the form 
S,:Ay=f, in E 
:aylav, = g, in ash-, 
whereas the parabolic model is used for the study of time evolution of the 
process {y) and has the form 
s,: (aylaf) +A~Y =f, in ZXE, 
: ayjav, = g, on Zxr, 
:YP)=Yo, in X, 
where .X is an open bounded subset of R” with smooth boundary aC4 Z, 
and Z = (0, 7) is an open interval with t(E I) denoting time and 0 < T < co. 
For most of the applications CC R ‘. Throughout the article we consider A 
and A(t), t E Z, to be a second order (spatial) partial differential operator 
given by 
and 
(2.1) 
The boundary operator a#/av, corresponding to the operator A is given by 
(2.3) 
where cos(v, x,) is the ith direction cosine of v, v being the normal at Z 
directed outward of z. Note that, if the principal part of A were simply the 
Laplacian operator A, -A# = -Cy=, a’$/axf , then a#/av, = Ci @/axi 
cos(v,xJ and it represents the directional derivative of 4 along the normal v 
(directed outward). 
We consider f to be the distributed input, g the boundary input, and y, the 
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initial state, all belonging to certain suitable function spaces. We wish to 
study the stability of the system S, and S, subject to random fluctuation of 
these processes. 
3. NOTATIONS AND TERMINOLOGIES 
It is known that Sobolev spaces play a central role in the study of (deter- 
ministic) partial differential equations. This is also true for the stochastic 
case. We denote by &(,Z) 4 H the equivalence classes of real (or complex) 
valued Lebesgue measurable and square integrable functions defined on the 
spatial domain C. Let H’ = H’(Z) denote the vector subspace (of H) defined 
by 
H’ 3 (4 E H: #Xi E H, i = 1, 2 ,..., n). 
Equipped with the norm, 
(3.1) 
the space H’ is a Hilbert space and is known as the Sobolev space of order 
one. Let @3(C) denote the C”O functions on Z with compact support. The 
closure of Q(C) in the norm topology of H’ is denoted by HA. The dual of 
HA, that is, the space of continuous linear functionals on Hi; is denoted by 
H-l. The elements of H- ’ are distributions (in the sense of Schwartz) and 
have the (nonunique) representation 
#*=a,@,+ 5 
k=I 
with #k EL,(Z) and ak scalars (k = 0, 1, 2,..., n), where the derivatives are 
understood in the sense of distributions. In fact, by use of Fourier transform 
one can define Sobolev spaces HS for all real numbers s. For s < 0 they are 
genuine distributions, for s = 0 we have Ho = H, and for s > 0 they are the 
regular function spaces contained in H. Further for any real number s, 
HS c Hs-” for any a > 0 and the injection is compact. In the study of 
boundary value problems as represented by the systems S, and S,, frac- 
tional Sobolev spaces play an equally important role. For example, for 
4 E H’(Z), the values of 4 on the boundary r= %Z, called the trace, and 
denoted by dir, belongs to H”‘(T) and ?@/c%(, E H-“‘(T). Generally 
speaking the trace of a function loses its interior smoothness and may very 
well be a distribution on the boundary as @/&I,- E H-li2(T). We shall 
denote by (a, .) the duality pairing between H’and its dual (HI)*. For u E H 
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and u E H’, (u, u) = (u, u), where (., a) denotes the scalar product in H. The 
norm in any Banach space E will be usually denoted I/ . IIE. For details on 
Sobolev spaces the reader is referred to [ 1, 71. 
Since we wish to consider the question of stability of the systems S, and 
S, subject to random perturbations f, g, and y, we must introduce certain 
notions of abstract random variables. Note that in the deterministic situation 
the distributed and boundary inputs f and g are functions or distributions 
defined on z and Z (elliptic case) or on Z x 2: and Z x Z (parabolic case), 
respectively. In the stochastic case we wish to consider, these are random 
processes. Let (0, B, P) denote a complete probability space, where R is the 
sample space, B is the u-algebra of events in D and P is the probability 
measure on B. Let (F,Y) be a measurable space. A measurable transfor- 
mation of (Q, B) into (F, 3) is called a random variable defined on R with 
values in F, 
If F is a Banach space and Sr is the u-algebra of Bore1 subsets of the 
space F, then f is said to be‘a Banach space valued random variable. If F is 
furnished with the weak topology and the u-algebra jT corresponds to this 
weak topology, then f is said to be a weakly measurable function with values 
in F. It is known that if F is separable, then the notions of strong and weak 
measurability are equivalent and hence no qualifying statement is necessary. 
We denote by L,(O, F), 1 < p < co, the equivalence classes of strongly P 
measurable functions on 0 with values in F such that 
and 
ess sup llfllF < 00 for p=co, 
where E(e) denotes the mathematical expectation of its argument (that is, 
integration over Q with respect o P measure). 
We also use the convenient notation Ly(Z, F) to denote the equivalence 
classes of random processes {f }, f = {f(t), t E I}, with values f (t) E F such 
that 
(qllfwq’z~ (~~~lIf(t,w)(/:dtdP)“z< a3. 
If F is a Hilbert space, then L,(R, F) as well as Ly(Z, F) are also Hilbert 
spaces. For the stability studies we shall make use of the Hilbert spaces 
L,(Q, F) and LF(Z,F) with F = ZP(.E) or Z?(Z), that is, the spaces 
L,(D, ZP(C)), L,(Q,ZP(Z)), L;“(Z, H’(X)), and Ly(Z, ZP(Z)) for real s. We 
shall also use the notation L”,(Z, F) to denote the Banach space of strongly 
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measurable stochastic processes defined on I with values in F such that for 
fE CX F), E(ess su~,,JIf(~Il~) < co. Note that L”,(Z, F) is a closed 
subspace of the Banach space L,(Z, L,(LI, F)), where L,(Q, F) is a Hilbert 
space whenever F is. Throughout the article we shall suppress the variable o. 
Whenever a random variable (real or Banach space valued) satisfies a 
property with probability one we indicate this by writing P-a.s. Similarly 
when a random process satisfies a property almost everywhere on I x Q we 
indicate this by writing 1 . P-a.e. When a sequence of random variables (l,,} 
converges to a random variable < in probability we write P-lim <, = < or 
<, +’ { and when this convergence takes place with probability one we write 
r, -+ c P-a.s. For convenience of presentation we shall also use the notations 
sup(a, b} 4 a V b and inf{a, b) = a V b. 
4. STABILITY IN THE MEAN 
(a) Elliptic System S, 
Consider the differential operator A given by (2.1). By using integration 
by parts we can verify that for all 4, v E H’ (s H’(X)), 
(4.1) 
where 
and do denotes the surface measure on the boundary ZY 
Consider the system S, and suppose that the distributed input f is a 
measurable random variable defined on R with values in H = L,(z) and the 
boundary input g is also a measurable random variable on R with values in 
H-“*(T). For later use we introduce Definitions 1 and 2. 
DEFINITION 1. System S, is said to have a weak solution if there exists 
a measurable random variable y defined on 0 with values in H’ such that 
a(v,~)=(l;‘/‘)+j g.wdu, P-a.s. for all v/ E H’. (4.4) 
r 
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DEFINITION 2. System S, is said to be stable in the L, sense if 
(i) it has a weak solution y in the sense of Definition 1 and 
(ii) the solution y E L,(t2,H’) whenever the distributed input 
f E L&2, H) and the boundary input g E L,(G, H-1’2(T)). 
For convenience we shall occasionally write y & yV; g) to indicate the 
dependence of the solution on the data (f, g). For the system S, we have the 
following stability result. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose the coeficients of operator A satisfy the following 
hypotheses: The functions a, aij (ij = 1,2,..., n) are nonrandom and belong to 
L,(Z). There exists a number /I > 0 such that a(x) > p, and ,Fij aij(x) ce > 
pI{j*forxEEand<ER”. 
Then the system S, is L, stable in the sense of Dejkition 2 and there 
exists a number a > 0, independent off and g, such that 
Wll YU SllifJ G avwf Ilif> + WI gllL2,r,>I (4.5) 
for all f E L,(R, H) and g E L,(B, H-“*(Z)). 
Proof: We show that for every f E L,(R, H) and g E L,(t2, H-“*(I)) 
system S, has a weak solution y (Definition 1) and that y E L,(R, H’). Then 
we prove estimate (4.5). Since both H’ and H are Hilbert spaces with the 
injection H’ c H continuous and compact there exists a common basis (I#, 
1= 1,2,...} c H’ such that they are orthonormal in H. For each positive 
integer n define 
(4.6) 
where (c’, I= 1, 2 ,..., n) are real random variables given by the solution (if 
one exists) of the system of equations 
I? J [C a&) di dj + a(x) vkv’ 1tk dx 
k=l Z i,j 
= CL w’> + I, g + w’ da (4.7) 
for 1 < 1< n. Equation (4.7) represents a system of random algebraic 
equations given by 
,f &+,tk = c’, l<l<n, 
k=l 
(4.7)’ 
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c’ n (f, w’) + j gli/’ da, 
r 
1 <l<Fl (4.8) 
and 
M1.k 4 ii 
1 <l,k<n. 
z 
x aij v/“,iwl, + aVky/’ dx, (4.9) 
id I 
In matrix notation (4.7’) is equivalent o 
M(=c, (4.10) 
where r and c are random variables with values in R” and M is a (n x n) 
nonrandom matrix. Under the hypotheses of the theorem, a(v/, ty) > j3 11 ylli,, 
for each v E H’ and consequently matrix M is positive definite and the 
random algebraic equation (4.10) has a unique solution c = M-‘c which is a 
random variable with values in R”. Since f E L&2, H) and 
g E L&2, H-“‘(T)) it is clear (see Eq. (4.8)) that 
lc’l G llfllff II W’IIH + II gllwvqrj II V’II~vqi-)r P-a.s. (4.11) 
Since the injection map H’ c H is continuous and the trace map v-+ I& 
from H’ to H”‘(T) is also continuous [7, pp. 39-431 there exist finite 
positive numbers /I, and & such that 
II WIIH G PI II WIIH’ and Ilwll H1/2(l-) G P*II VIIHI for v/E H’. 
Consequently, 
lc’l G ca, IlfllH +P2 II gll”-w(r)) II V’IIHIT P-a.s. (4.11’) 
and hence 
E 1~’ I2 < W3iE Ilflli + P:E II gIIkl/qr,> II ~‘llil* (4.12) 
Since f E L,(Q, H) and g E L2(L?, H-“‘(r)) it follows from the estimate 
that c’ has finite second moment for each 1 and hence the random vector 
c = (cl, c* ,..., c”)’ has also a finite second moment. Since IIM-’ I( < l//I it 
follows from the relation 4 = M-‘c that E I cl2 < co for every finite n. Hence 
JJ” (= c;=, r’#) E L,(R, H’) for each finite (positive integer) n; indeed 
mul‘i~av12) (? IlYq < 00. 
I=1 
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Thus according to (4.7), for each positive integer n, we have 
U(Y”, w’) = (f, w’) + j g * v’ da, 1 < I < n, P-a.s. (4.13) 
r 
with y” E L&2, H’). 
Multiplying (4.13), on either side, by the random variable <’ and summing 
over the indices 1 (up to n) we obtain 
4Y”Y Y”> = (f, Y”> + jrgy” da, P-a.s. (4.14) 
It follows from the same arguments as used in deriving the estimates (4.11) 
and (4.12) that 
E II Y’%I < W3,/B12E Ilflli + W2//3)2EII gIli-~wcr, (4.15) 
for all positive integers n. Thus the sequence { y”) is confined in a bounded 
subset of the Hilbert space L,(R, H’). Since a bounded set in a Hilbert space 
is weakly sequentially compact there exists a subsequence {y”“) of the 
sequence (y”} and an element y* E L,(R, Hi) such that 
Y “k+W y* (weakly) in L,(R, H’). 
It is clear from (4.13) that for all positive integers k 
(4.16) 
Q(YY w’) = (f, w’> + j g . w’ do, 1 < I < nk, P-a.s. (4.17) 
r 
Let xG denote the indicator function (= 1 for w E G, = 0 for o & G) of 
any B-measurable subset G of 0. Clearly, 
XGa(Y”“. W’) =X&f, ‘,“‘> t XG j, g . ‘4” da, 1 <l<nk, P-a.s. 
and hence 
EIxG~Y”~, w’)I=E{x& w’)} +E /xGjr g* *‘do! (4.18) 
for 1 < I < nk. Letting k + co in (4.18) it follows from (4.16) that 
E{xG~Y*, ~‘11 =E{x& v’> 1 t E /XC jr g ’ I’ doj (4.19) 
for any positive integer 1. Since {I#} is a basis for N’ (4.19) implies that 
E{xG~(Y*,w)}=E{xG(~,w)} +E 
I 
~GJ~g.~ldu (4.20) 
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for every v E H’. By G being an arbitrary B-measurable subset of 1;2, it 
follows from (4.20) that 
a(v*dJ)=(Lyl)f! g.y/h P-a.s. (4.2 1) 
r 
for every w E H’. This proves, according to Definition 1, that y* is a weak 
solution of the system S, and that it belongs to L,(R, H’). Since y* is the 
weak limit of ( y”“) and estimate (4.15) holds for all n it follows that, for 
a 4 mWWW)2~ W2/P)* I, 
for all f E L,(R, H) and g E L,(fi, H-“*(Z)). This proves Theorem 1. 
(b) Parabolic System S, 
For the differential operator A E {A(t), t E I), as given in (2.2), we have 
for all 4, w E H’ = H’(E), 
(4.23) 
where 
(4.24) 
and 
34 84 $f- = x G!ij(t, X) z COS(Vy Xi)* 
A i,j J 
(4.25) 
For the data {f, g, y,,) we shall assume that (in general), for each t E Z, 
f(t) is an H-valued random variable and g(t) is an H-“*(Z’)-valued random 
variable and that they are jointly measurable on I x 0 with respect to the 
measure 1. P, where I is the Lebesgue measure (on Z) and P the probability 
measure. The initial state y, is an H-valued random variable. In this section, 
we shall need more specific hypotheses: the distributed input f is a 
measurable random process and belongs to Ly(Z, H) & L,(Z x a, H), the 
boundary input g is also a measurable random process and belongs to 
Ly(Z, H-“*(Q) 6 L,(Z X 0, He”*@‘)) and the initial state y, E L,(a, H). 
Later we shall restrict f and g to belong to the class of nonanticipative 
processes. 
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DEFINITION 3. System S, is said to have a weak solution if there exists 
a measurable random process y defined on Z x J2 with values in H’ such that 
~(0) = y. and 
(; y(t) w + a(& y(t), w) = (f(t), w) + ,f g(t) . w da, ’ ) 1. P-a.e. (4.26) r 
for each w E H’, where the time derivative is understood in the sense of 
distribution. 
DEFINITION 4. System S, is said to be stable in the L, sense if 
(i) it has a weak solution y in the sense of Definition 3, and 
(ii) the solution y E LT(Z, H’) whenever f E L~(Z,H), g E 
L;“(Z, H-“‘(Z-)), and y. E L&I, H). 
Again to indicate the dependence of the solution y on the data we shall 
occasionally write y = rdf, g, y,) and its value y(t) = y(t; f, g, y,). With this 
introduction we now present he stability result for the system S,. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the coeflcients of the operator A 4 {A(t), t E I} 
satisfy the hypotheses: the functions a, aij (i, j = 1,2,..., n) are nonrandom 
and belong to L,(Z x z), there exists a number /I > 0 such that a(t, x) > /? 
and C,, j a,(& x) pe > /3 1 <I* for (t, x) E Z x I; and < E R”. Then the system 
S, is L, stable in the sense of Definition 4, and there exists a number a > 0 
independent off, g, and y. such that 
E II ~(5 g, ~o)ll~ b E j 11 y&f, gv Yo>ltil dt I 
llf(t)ll~d~+~~llg(~)ll~-~~~~~~~f+~ll~~II~~~ (4.27) 
Proof. Since the proof is quite similar to that of Theorem 1 we shall 
make the arguments brief. For each positive integer n define 
(4.28) 
/=I 
where {(T’(t), t E I}, 1 < I< n, are real random processes given by the 
solution (if one exists) of the system of equations 
(&/dt) + M(Ot = 44, 
<to) =to 3 
t E z, 
(4.29) 
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where the elements of the matrix valued function A4 are given by 
1 < 1, k < n, (4.30) 
the elements of the (n-vector) function c is given by 
~‘(0 6 (f(t), w’) + j g(t) wr da, l,<l<n, (4.3 1) 
r 
and the components of the random vector &, are given by 
rb 4 (Yo, v’), l<l<n. (4.32) 
We define 
ylf= k f$/’ (4.33) 
/=I 
such that 
n s 
Yo- Yo (strongly) in L,(R, H). (4.34) 
System (4.29) is a finite dimensional stochastic differential equation, 
where to is a random n vector with finite second moment 
ElrolZ <EllYoll:, < a? (4.35) 
and c is a second order random process with finite second moment 
llf II2 A E IlfWll~ dt qJU,H)- I 
and 
II gll2 A E Lp,H-w(r))- I II d~)ll~-~w~r~ dt. I 
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Since the coefficients a, aij E L,(Z X z), it follows from (4.30) that 
M E L,(Z, Rnx”). Consequently, the (finite dimensional) system (4.29) has a 
unique random solution r which is absolutely continuous on Z with 
probability one and has finite second moment, that is, there exists a number 
y = y(n, 7’) > 0 such that 
for n < co and T< 03. 
Hence y”, with values y”(t) 4 ,Y;= i r’(t) w’, f E I, belong to Ly(Z, H’) for 
each finite n. Thus it follows from (4.29)-(4.3 1) and the definition of y” that 
l<lgn, (4.38) 
for almost all t E Z = (0, r) with probability one (that is, 1 . P-a.e. on Z x 0). 
Multiplying (4.38) on either side by r’(t) and then summing up to n we 
obtain 
1 . P-a.e. (4.39) 
Integrating over the interval (0, t) and using the hypotheses of the theorem, it 
follows from (4.39) that 
II v’V#, + 2P j; II u’V)ll~~ de 
G II YWI: + 2 j’ IlfWl, II ~“(Qll,, de 
0 
for each t E Z, P-a.s. Again using the continuity of the injection map H’ c H 
and the trace map c+ ~1,. from H’ to H”*(I’) as in Theorem 1 (following 
Eq. (4.11)) it follows from (4.40) that 
G II fwi; + 2 j’ co, iifwii, + 13~ ii g(e)iiH-Li2d 
0 
x ii vwiiH1 4 1 . P-a.e. (4.41) 
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Using the elementary inequality 
ab < (a2/2e) + (42) b2 
which is valid for real numbers a, b, and for all E > 0, we obtain 
(4.42) 
Since E > 0 but, otherwise, arbitrary and E (I y”(O)lli <E 11 yol12, on taking 
expectation of either side, it follows from (4.43), for E = /?, that 
(4.44) 
for t E Z = (0, r). Thus y” E Ly(Z, H’) n L”,(Z, H) for all n and since the 
right-hand side of (4.44) is independent of n, the sequence (y”} is confined 
in a bounded subset of Ly(Z, H’)n L”,(Z, H). Thus there exists a subse- 
quence ( y”“} of the sequence { y”} and an element y* such that 
Y “kA!L+ y* (weakly) in Ly(Z, H’), 
(4.45) 
Y nkx+ y* (weak star) in L”,(Z, H). 
Let r~ E C’(0, 7’) with q(T) = 0 and define d’(t) = q(t) w’ which is clearly 
an element of Ly(Z, H’). Replacing n by nk in (4.38) and multiplying on 
either side by s(t) and integrating by parts we obtain 
- ynk(t), z dt + ja@, y”“(t), t(t)) dt I 
= (Yi”, O’W) + I, u-WY 9’) dt 
+ 1 (I g(t) i’(t) do) dt, P-as. 
I r 
(4.46) 
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Multiplying on either side of (4.46) by the indicator function xG of an 
arbitrary B-measurable set G c Q and taking the expectation we have 
-E I xc j (PO>, s, df I I 
+E XG I j 4, Y”“W, fw>) dt I 
= EhG(&k ;'i',,l + E IXG j, (f(r), m%) df 1 
+ E jxG( (j id') d'('> do) dt 1 * (4.47) I r 
Letting k+ co in (4.47) it follows from (4.34) and (4.45) that 
-E l&j, (J’*$)dlI+E ~XG~n(r,~*(r),(‘(r))dzI (4.48) 
Choosing q from C’(0, 7) with compact support in (0, 7’) and once again 
integrating (by parts) the first term of (4.48) we obtain 
E I XG j [ (&*(t)ldh W’> + a@, Y*(f), ‘4”) 
-i-W, w’> - jr g(f) w’ do] rl(O dl/ = 0. (4.49) 
The derivative dy*/dt is understood in the sense of distribution. Since G is 
an arbitrary B-measurable set and q is an arbitrary C’ function with 
compact Support in Z = (0, T), it follows from (4.49) that 
(&*(Wdf, w’) + 44 y*(f)> w’> = (./It>, w’> + jr s(f) w’ do (4.50) 
for almost all t E Z with probability one (i.e., 1 . P-a.e.). Since { I#} is a basis 
for H’ and H we conclude from (4.‘50) that, for any v E H’ 
(dy*(t)/dt, w) + 46 Y*W, w> = (f@>v w> + jr &h’ da 
for almost all t E Z with probability one. 
(4.5 1) 
409/92/l-19 
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Further y* is a continuous H-valued random process defined on i Indeed 
y* E &(I, v) and from (4.51) it follows that $* E L,(Z, V*), where 
VA L,(R, H’) and V* is its dual. Hence by interpolation between the spaces 
V and V* giving [V, V*],,, = A?4 L,(J2, H) it follows from the inter- 
mediate derivative theorem [ 7, Theorem 3.1, p. 19; Theorem 12.5, p. 76 ] that 
(after a possible modification on a set in Z of measure zero) y* E C”(Z, H) 4 
C(~,Y’%V). Hence its values y*(t) are defined for each t E Z and belong to p”. 
Integrating (4.51) and using (4.48) we can then show that y*(O) = y,,P-a.s. 
Thus by Definition 3, y* is a weak solution of the parabolic system S, and it 
belongs to Ly(Z, H’) n L”,(Z, H) and hence by Definition 4 the system is L, 
stable. 
Defining a = max{ l/p, 2(p,/j3)‘, 2@,/@‘}, estimate (4.27) follows from 
(4.44). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Remark 1. We note that system S, has a unique solution. Indeed if y? 
and y; are any two solutions satisfying (4.5 l), then 
E II Y,*(T) - YPG”II~ + El 46 yl*(f> - yz*@h y?(f) - y;“(f)> df = 0 
I 
and hence by virtue of the positivity of the bilinear form (a(f, IC/, IJI) > 
P II wlliJ we have 
E II Y:(T) - ~:(r)lli, + BE1 II y:(f) - yz*WlI:,~ df G 0 
I 
which implies uniqueness. Uniqueness holds also for the system S,. 
Remark 2. Since y* E LT(Z, H’) and j* E Ly(Z, (HI)*) it follows from 
Fubinis’ theorem that with probability one (P-as.) y* E L,(Z, H’) and 
j* E L,(Z, (HI)*). Hence, again by the intermediate derivative theorem as 
mentioned, we have y* E C(& H) P-a.s. Strictly speaking y* has a 
continuous modification which is again denoted by y *. 
5. ALMOST SURE STABILITY 
Let 0 = (a, B, P) denote the probability space and X a measurable 
topological vector space. We denote by M(Q, X) the equivalence classes of 
measurable functions defined on 0 with values in X. In this section, we 
consider the question of almost sure stability of systems S, and S,. 
(a) Elliptic System S, 
DEFINITION 5. System S, is said to be stable almost surely if, for each 
f E M(J2, H) and g E M(Q, H-‘/*(T)) with P{llfllhl V 11 gllH-,,zcr, < m) = 1, 
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system S, has a weak solution (Definition 1) y E M(Q, H’) and 
p~IlYlI,l f IIYU gIlHI < a) = 1. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose the coeflcients of operator A of system S, satisfy 
the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Let the input data f E M(R, H) and 
g E M(Q, H-“*(T)) with P{ll f IIH V 11 gllH-,,2crj < 03) = 1. Then system S, is 
almost surely stable in the sense of Definition 5. 
Proof: For each N > 0, define f,= f@,(ll f II’) and g, = g&(1] gll’), 
where 
@N(X) = 1, for 0 <x,< N, 
= 0, for x > N, 
and Ilf II = Ilf IL, II gll = II glL/Zcrj. Clearby {~IlfNlliJ41 gN11~-112~rJ <N 
and consequently, f E L,(f2, H) and g, E L,(f2, H-“‘(r)). Thus it follows 
form Theorem 1 that, for each N > 0, system S,, corresponding to the inputs 
f, and g,, has a weak solution y, in the sense that 
a(yN,W)=(f\~W)+jrg,Wdo, P-a.s. (5.1) 
for each v/E H’ and that E/I y,J$ < co. For N’ > N we have, for each 
‘Y/EH’, 
a(y,, - y~,W)=(f~,-fP1VI)+~~(gZ1-gN)Wdo, P-a.s. (5.2) 
It is clear from the definition for f, and g, that 
J'Illfw -f,ll > 01 G Pillf II2 > W, 
Pill i?AJ, - &II > 01 <Pill gl12 > Nh 
(5.3) 
for N’ > N. Since, by hypothesis, P{II f I/ V 11 g(l < co } = 1 (5.3) implies that 
both {f,} and { gN} are Cauchy sequences in P-measure in M(Q, H) and 
M(B, H-‘/‘(T)), respectively. Further, it follows from (5.2) with v/ replaced 
by (yNJ - yN) that 
11 yNc -yNIiHI < @/p) IlfNt -fNlh + @2/p) 11 gN’ - gNllH-1/2(rj3 P-a-s. (5-4) 
and consequently, 
lirn p{ll yNr - yNIIH1 > O} = O- 
N<N’ 
N+CC 
(5.5) 
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Thus { yN} is also a Cauchy sequence in P measure in M(B, H’) and there 
exists a y* E M(Q, H’) such that 
Y/+ Y” in M(L?, H’) (in P measure). (5.6) 
We now show that y* is a weak solution of the system S,. Indeed it follows 
from the inequality (see (5.1)), 
that, for each w E H’, E > 0 and all N > 0 
P a(y*,ly)-(f;W)-~rg.ydolati 
II 
+P g>Wdo >/E/3 . 
I i 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
Since the left-hand side is independent of N it follows from this inequality on 
letting N+ co that 
P 
II 
4~*>v)-(f,W)-~rg~vd~ >E =O 
I t 
for every E > 0. This shows that 
(5.9) 
a(~*, w>= U w> +c, g. vdo, P-a.s. for each w E H’. 
We show that P{II y*lIHI < 03 I = 1. Since IlfNll < Ml and II gNll < II gll it 
follows from the inequality II YNIIHI G U/,WG Ilfill + P2 II gNll I that 
11 Y,& < (1//%& llfll +Pz 11 gll/ P-a-s. for all N > 0. fence YN” Y* (in 
M(D, HI)), it is clear that II yN(IH, --+’ )I y*JIH, also. Hence it follows from the 
inequality that )I y* llH, < (I/p)(/3i l/f/l + p2 1) gll }P-a.s. Further, by hypothesis, 
P{llfll V II gll < co} = 1 and hence this inequality implies that 
P{II y* llH, < co } = 1. Thus by Definition 5, system S, is almost surely stable. 
Remark 3. Again the positivity of the bilinear form a(~, w) implies 
uniqueness of the solutions. 
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(b) Parabolic System S, 
We have seen that the solutions of the parabolic system S, belong to 
C”(& H) n Ly(Z, H’) n L”,(Z, H) and hence, in general (see Remark 2), we 
can consider the sample paths t -+ y,(t) to belong to C(E H) n L,(Z, Z-Z’) P- 
a.s. For convenience we introduce the vector space 
Y={y: yEC(I;H), yEL,(Z,H’)}. 
The space Y, furnished with the norm topology 11 + Ilu, where 
is a Banach space. We denote by M(J2, Y) the space of (strongly) 
measurable functions on ~2 with values in the Banach space Y. Clearly, 
L&4 y> cM(Q, q. 
DEFINITION 6. System S, is said to be almost surely stable if, for each 
yO E M(L$ ZZ), f E M(LI, &(I, ZZ)), and g E M(L!, Lz(Z, H-“‘(T))) with 
P Ilvoll~” j,llfWll%V j,lMOll;-wdt < a = 1, 
I 1 
it has a weak solution (Definition 3) y E M(R, Y) with P{II y((r < 03 } = 1. 
THEOREM 4. Consider system S, and suppose operator A = {A(t), t E I} 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2. Let yO E H P-a.s., f E L,(Z, H) P-a.s. 
and g E LJZ, H-“‘(Q) P-a.s. with 
P Ilvolli V i, IlfWll; dt V j II g(t>llfr-w dt < 00 
I 
= 1. 
Then system S, has a weak solution y E M(f?, I’) and P{II y (1, < CO } = 1. 
Hence it is almost surely stable. 
ProoJ Define 
#N(X) = 17 O<x<N, 
= 0, elsewhere 
and YON = Y,bN(ll Y,Ilfr)v .&@I = f@) #Ntf:, Ilf(e)lli de> and gN(‘) = 
g(t) #N(.k, I( g(8)))fi-1r2(r) d6) for t E 1. Clearly, YON E L2(oT JO fN E 
L;(Z, H) E L,(Z x a, H) and g, E Ly(Z, H-‘12(r)) = L,(Z X Q, H-l’*(r)> 
and E II Y~,~II~ < NY E (, IlfN(t)llf, dt < NV E II II gN(t)ll&L/2(r) dt G N. Thus9 
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system S,, corresponding to the data { y,,,,,, f,, g,,,}, has a weak solution 
y, E cyr; H) n zq(Z, H’) c M(R, Y), in the sense that for almost all t E 1. 
+ 46 YN@), w) = (fdf), w) + j g&) + v/ do, P-a.s. (5.10) 
I- 
and ~~(0) = Y,, P-a.s. and y, E L,(R, Y) c M(R, Y). Following the 
procedure used in deriving estimate (4.43) we can show that 
where 
II YN, - u,llt G k 
I 
II YON, - ~o,/l:, + j, IIf,, -f,ll:, dt 
+ i , II g,, - g,J~~w dt 5 1 
P-a.s., (5.11) 
k = (1 WP:/P> V W:/P))/(l A P>. 
Since, for N < N’, 
PdI YON’ - YONII:, > Ol< P{II Yell:, > N\? 
P ,Ilfw-hll:,d+‘~j,llfll:,d~~N~. 
I j 
(5.12) 
P j~,llgll~~,,l,,,d~>N~ 
it follows from the hypothesis of the theorem that { yON, f,, gN} is a Cauchy 
sequence in P measure and belong to M(R, H) X M(R, &(I, H)) X 
M(LI, L,(Z, H-“‘(Z))) and has P limit { y,, f, g). Therefore it follows from 
(5.11) and (5.12) that, for N’ > N, 
PII1 YN’ - YNII, > 01 
‘G P{II YoI12 v IlfllZ,c,,*, v II gll~*u,II-~wm~ > NI 
and consequently (due to our hypotheses on the data) 
(5.13) 
lim P{l(y,, - yNIIY > 0) =O. 
N<N’ 
N-rCC 
(5.14) 
Thus { y,} c M(Q, Y) is a Cauchy sequence in P measure and hence there 
exists a y* E M(R, Y) such that 
YNA Y* in M(R, Y) (i.e., P-li? y, = y*). 
We show that y* is a weak solution of problem S,. 
(5.15) 
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Let ~7 E C’(0, T) with compact support in I = (0, r) and define w,, = r,iw 
for w E Hi. Then for any E > 0, 
- I , (g(t), I,)* dt > E I I 
+P 44 y* - YN, W,> dt > c/4 
I I 
4-P (if, - gv ‘I& dt 
+ P (f, -f, w,> dt > e/4 3 
I I 
(5.16) 
where we have used the notation (a, a)* to denote the duality pairing between 
elements of H-“*(g and H112(r) and have made use of Eq. (5.10). Since 
q E C’(0, 7) with compact support 
P 
Ijl( 
I -$Y*-Yd’,,)d~l >+I 
=p - 
I/ jf I
y*-y&‘,)dtl >~/4/, (5.17) 
where dw,/dt E L,(I, H’). It now follows from (5.12) and (5.15-5.17) that 
P] (j (~y+,li/,)dr+j,atr,y*,U/,)dt 
- j,(~v/,)dt-j~(g,y,),dt >E =O I I 
(5.18) 
for every E > 0 and consequently, 
j( d y*(t), w,(t) I dt > dt + j (6 vows v,(t) df I 
= j, (f(t), v,(O) dt + j, (g(t), v ,(1))* dt, P-as- (5.19) 
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for each r/ E C’(0, 7’) with compact support in (0, Z’). Since q is, otherwise. 
arbitrary it follows from (5.19) that 
= (f(f), w> +j, g(f>v do, P-a.s. (5.20) 
for almost all t E I and for each v/ E H’. 
To show that y*(O) = y, P-a.s., we multiply (5.10) and (5.20) by 
q E C’(0, 7’) with ~(7’) = 0 and integrate over 1 and then subtract one from 
the other to obtain 
Pll(Y”(O) - YONT w,(W > El 
Hence 
+P (5.21) 
;\z p{l(Y*(“) - YON, %,(O>>l > cl = ’ 
for every E > 0, w E H’, and q E C’ (0, 7). 
Since y,, -+’ y, in M(R, H) it follows that 
pil(Y*(o) - Yo, v)l > &I = 0 (5.23) 
for every E > 0 and w E H’. Since H’ is dense in H it follows from (5.23) 
that 
Y*(o) = Yo, in H, P-a.s. (5.24) 
It follows from (5.15), (5.20), and (5.24) that y* is a weak solution of 
system S, and that it belongs to M(Q, I’). As in Theorem 3 we can easily 
verify that 
lIy*lI:G II~oll~ +j,llflliJ~ I 
+ J^ , II gWll;-w, dt 3 I 
P-as. (5.25) 
and hence P{II y* IIY < 00 } = 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
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6. PROGRESSIVELY MEASURABLE INPUTS 
For the parabolic system S, (see Theorems 2 and 4) we considered the 
inputs f and g to be measurable random processes with respect to the 
product a-field A x 9 on Z x R, where d denotes the Bore1 field of subsets 
of the set I. The initial state was assumed to be measurable with respect o 
the u-algebra 9. In this section, we present a result similar to those of 
Theorem 2 and 4 for progressively measurable inputs (f, g}. Let {B,, t > O} 
be an increasing family of right continuous complete subsigma fields of the 
a-field 9 and let R denote the u-field of progressively measurable subsets of 
the set Z x R completed with respect o the measure I . P 4 dt dP, where 1 is 
the Lebesgue measure on Z and P the probability measure on R. 
For any measurable topological vector space (X, 9(X)), 9(X) being the 
Bore1 field of subsets of X, we write A4(Z X Q,ST; X) to denote the 
equivalence classes of Sr measurable functions defined on Z X R and taking 
values from X. For a complete subsigma field 5V of 9, M(Q, P’; X) has 
similar meaning. For any normed space X, given its topological Bore1 field, 
we use the notations LP(Z x R, F; X), L,(Z x 0, &’ x 9; X), L,,(Q, B, ; X), 
L,(R, 9; X) t E I, 1 < p Q co, to denote the appropriate quivalence classes 
which have summable pth power X norms. If X is a Banach space, then all 
the L, spaces mentioned are also Banach spaces and for each t E I, 
L,(J2, B, ; X) is a closed subspace of L,@, 9; X) and Lp(Z x a, jr; X) 
is a closed subspace of L,(Z x Q, J/ X 9;X). Here we are primarily 
concerned with the Banach spaces L2(Q, B,; H), L,(Z X Q,.F; H), 
L,(Z x .R,Y, H-“*(Z)), and L2(Z x CY?, fl; H’). For details on progressively 
measurable, predictable, and optional processes the reader is referred to 
Meyer [S]. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose the coeflcients of operator A = {A(t), t E I) 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2 and let y,E M(f2, B,; H), 
f E M(Z x 0, F; H), and g E M(Z x 0, jr; H- l’*(Z)). Then: 
(i) System S, is mean square stable in the sense that whenever 
y, E L,(R, B,; H), f E L,(Z x R,F; H), and g E L,(Z x f2,Sr; H-“*(Z)) it 
has a (progressively measurable) weak solution 
yEL,(ZxR,ST;H1)nL;(Z,H) 
and there exists a number a > 0 independent of yO, f, and g such that 
(ii) System S, is almost surely stable in the sense that whenever 
p~llY,II:, ” Ilf 112,,,,*, ” IIgl122~I,H-~w~~ < cm I = 1 
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the system has a (progressively measurable) weak solution 
y E M(Z x Q, X; H’) and 
p{llYll: < al = 1 
(where Y is the Banach space introduced in Section 5b). 
(6.2) 
Proof: Since (i) is used to prove (ii), with similar arguments as given in 
Theorem 4, we shall only give a brief outline of the proof for the former. 
First, we note that L,(.C2, B, ; H) c L,(f2,9; H), &(I X 52, ST; H) c 
L,(Z x L!, LZY x 9; H), and L2(Z x R,Sr; ZYZ-“~) c L,(Z x 0, J@’ X 9; ZZ-“‘) 
and consequently, inequality (4.27) and hence estimate (6.1) remains valid. 
It is only required to show that the sequence (y”“) is ST-measurable and that 
its limit y* exists, belongs to L,(Z x C&F, H’) nL;(Z, H), and satisfies 
equality (4.5 1). 
Since f and g are F-measurable with respect o the current of u-algebras 
{Z?,} it follows from (4.31) that c is also Y-measurable hence adapted to 
{B,} and belongs to L,(Z x Q,X;R”). Since y, E L,(B, B,; H) it follows 
from (4.32) that {,, E L,(O, B, ; R”). Thus the finite dimensional system 
(4.29) has a unique solution < that is absolutely continuous on Z almost 
surely and belongs to L,(Z x L&ST, R”). Hence the process 
y”( 4 C;=, r’(t) u/‘) is .F measurable, belongs to L,(Z X Q, YT; H’) n 
L;(Z, ZZ) and satisfies estimate (4.44). Since L,(Z X Q,<F; H’) is a Hilbert 
space being a closed subspace of L,(Z x R, ..@’ x .9; Hi), and L”,(Z, H) is a 
Banach space and (y”) is a bounded sequence in L,(Z X Q,*F; H’) n 
Z,;(Z, H) we conclude that there exists a subsequence (y”“) and a 
~*EL,(ZX~,~;H*)~L”,(Z,H) such that 
Y nke!t, y* in L,(Z x R,Y; H’), 
(6.3) 
Y * nke!!& y* in L”,(Z, Z-Z). 
Further, by (4.34), 
Y;f” 1-, Yo in L,(Q C5?o, H). (6.4) 
To show that the limit y* satisfies (4.51) it suffices to prove that (4.48) 
holds for any L?-measurable set G. Using the facts that { yik) is 
&measurable and for each t E Z, {y”“(t), f(t), g(t)} are Z?,-measurable and 
4’ is nonrandom, we have 
Wk(t>, d’(f)) dt = E (~“~(0, EOlc I B,) d’(t)) dt , 
! 
(6.59 
and 
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E XC 
I j 
&, Y”“(0, d’(t)) dt 
I I 
= E I 1 a(t, y”“(t), E(xG 1 B,) * 4’(t)> dt , 
I (Jl 
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(6.5ii) 
E{xG(Y;~'~ d'(O))) 
= Ei (.@y E(xG I Bo) + f(O)) 1, 
E XC j (f(f), (b'(f)) dt 
I I I 
= E 
I j 
I (f (t>, EOrG I B,) 4'W df I , 
E XC j (g(t), #'(t))* dt 
I I I 
(6Siii) 
(6.5iv) 
=E II , (g(t), ECtG I Bt) * 4’(f))* dt * I (6.5~) 
Therefore it follows from (6.3~(6.5) that Eq. (4.48) holds. 
Remark 3. The proof of Eq. (4.51) can be also obtained directly from 
(4.38) (n = n,J by integrating it over any X-measurable set P, taking the 
limit with respect to k and then dividing the resulting expression by (I . P)(P) 
and letting (I + P)(F) + 0 while F contains (t, CU). 
Remark 4. If the given data f and g are, respectively, H and H-‘12 
valued predictable (optional) processes, the a-field .F should be regarded as 
the a-field of predictable (optional) subsets of I x R and the measure 1. P 
should be regarded as the restriction of the product measure 1. P to the 
predictable (optional) a-field. 
Remark 5. The results given here also hold for randomly varying 
parameters {aij, i, j = l,..., n, a) provided there exists numbers L > 0 and 
B > 0 such that a(& o, w, w) + A]] w]] > p ]I I& I . P-a.e. 
Further, these results can be readily extended to cover a wider class of 
parabolic and elliptic systems provided operator A is of even order and 
elliptic. Abstract stochastic evolution equations with random operator valued 
functions have been considered in [2, 31. 
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